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Dr. Billy receiving his PhD from USP ProChancellor and Chair of the University
Council, Mr. Winston Thompson.
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USP’s Postgraduate qualification to strengthen diplomatic career
A diplomat, who is also an alumnus of The University of the South Pacific (USP), is currently pursuing further education after a lapse
of more than three decades. Solomon Islands High Commissioner to Fiji, His Excellency Mr Patteson Oti is pursuing a Postgraduate
Certificate in Diplomacy and International Affairs through the University’s School of Government, Development and International
Affairs (SGDIA). Mr Oti said that one should never stop learning and this is what drove him to continue his education at the University.
Graduating from USP in 1982 with a Bachelor of Arts majoring in History/Politics and Public Administration, Mr Oti decided to take
this course to strengthen his career in diplomacy. “This qualification would add a notch to my curriculum vitae. In terms of practical
benefit, I view it as reinforcement to the application of skills in my diplomatic career,” Mr Oti said. “The first few introductory classes
have been really helpful because I have noted that there are issues, theories and principles governing the conduct of international
relations in the behaviour of states in the global arena, that I, as a practitioner had taken for granted,” he added.
H.E Patteson Oti

2

One of the challenges, Mr Oti came across after a study lapse of more than 30 years, is the use of technology and ICTs as part of
classes at USP. “With modern technology in place, the mode of delivery of teaching is now entirely computerised,” he stated. Mr Oti
was commissioned as the Solomon Islands High Commissioner to Fiji in March 2012 and has been serving on this position to date.
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No place
like home

T

hey say home is where the heart is, which for Asi
Fangalua Halaleva-Pasilio is true. A tongan national,
Asi calls Tokelau home now. Asi and her husband,
who is from Tokelau, now work and live with their four (4)
children in Tokelau.
Graduating in 2005 and 2006 with a Bachelor of Arts
degree in Business Studies and a Postgraduate Diploma
in Management and Public Administration from USP,
Asi always had an interest in commerce subjects. “I had
studied these commercial subjects ever since I was in
High School so my interest was there” she said.
Joining the workforce after high school, Asi soon found
out the importance of having a tertiary education. “At the
start of my career, it was very hard not being recognised
as I did not have a degree. I was just not equipped for the
work force,” she shared.
In 2001, the opportunity to study at USP presented itself
through a call for applications for AusAID scholarships
in the local newspaper. “When I saw the scholarship
opportunity offered by AusAID, I knew this was the
answer to my problems so I applied and was successful.”
“This was my first time to Fiji. The plan was for me to travel
to Fiji on my own and sort out our accommodation before
my husband and my daughter could join me. I got to Fiji
in February 2002 about a week before enrollment started.
I visited the Halls Office several times and just before the
semester started, I was told that I would be given one of
the Married Quarters (MQ) at second hall. These quarters
are really hard to get but because I was the only student
from Tokelau, it was easier for me. So in April 2002, my
husband and daughter joined me on Laucala Campus.”
According to Asi “the courses at USP were relevant to
the Pacific context. There were assignments for individual
as well as groups. Group assignments were harder to
organise, however, this taught us the importance of team
work and prepared us for similar challenges that we would
face at the work place in our own societies. In the kind
of job that I am in, I guess one must make certain that
all reports, records and advice are kept and provided in
a manner that upholds Transparency and Accountability.
USP equipped me for this.”

USP
ALUMNI
FUND

Asi Fangalua Halaleva-Pasilio at work in Tokelau.
“It was not difficult managing my studies and my family
because in the first semester of 2002 my husband was not
studying and could look after our daughter, however, in the
second semester he enrolled for 2 papers for his degree
in Management and Industrial/Employment Relations. So
we were both students and had to make sure that one of
us was free during school drop off and pick up times for
our daughter. ”
“It got harder in my second year because my husband
was awarded an AUSAID scholarship and he became
a full time student in 2003 to do his degree, luckily our
friends helped us out with our daughter.
In April 2006, it was a double celebration for Asi and her
husband Alefosio who both graduated. Asi graduated with
a Post Graduate Diploma and Alefosio with his Bachelor
of Arts.
“It was a challenge getting our degrees because not
only did we have to juggle family and university but my
husband’s allowance stopped after he completed his
studies so we had to manage on my Graduate Assistant
scholarship allowance. Our budget was tight but the
main thing was that we completed our studies despite
the challenges we faced and we are now happily serving
Tokelau.”
After completing her studies, Asi returned home to
Tokelau where she was offered a senior position with the
Government of Tokelau where and now works as Finance
Manager.

The USP Alumni Fund is the latest initiative from the Alumni Office. The Alumni Fund is a
non-profit / charity arm of USP that we hope will create a philanthropic culture amongst USP
alumni. The Alumni Fund will receive cash donations from USP Alumni and will be used to
support worthy causes within USP and the USP Community like scholarship opportunities,
assist students with disabilities, enhance student learning experience, support faculties and
alumni events.
The Alumni Office has to date sent out over 5,000 letters and we expect to send out more
encouraging Alumni to donate to the Alumni Fund. Alumni can donate to the Alumni Fund
simply by logging onto www.usp.ac.fj/alumni and clicking on the ‘Giving Back’ tab.
The Alumni Fund will receive cash donations all year round.
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Supporting PICs
in the fight
against climate
change
Exsley Taloiburi is a long way from home but the Solomon
Islander is enjoying his work at the Pacific Islands Forum
Secretariat (PIFS) in Suva, Fiji, particularly providing
support to Pacific Island Countries (PICs) in the area of
climate change finance.
In his fifth year with PIFS, Exsley is the Acting Climate
Change Finance Adviser for the Pacific Islands Forum
Secretariat (PIFS) since November 2013.
“As a Pacific Islander it is not often easy to secure a
job in a regional organisation like PIFS because of the
competitive nature of recruitment. I have overcome that
through hard work and having a positive mindset to any
challenge one may face,” he said.

I come from a grassroot
family background in a
rural village in the Solomon
Islands. My parents, who
are both unemployed,
struggled really hard to pay
for school fees for myself
and my seven siblings.
That motivated me to work
hard with commitment and
sacrifice so that I can live a
better life and enjoy things
that my parents were not
able to afford.
“My work at PIFS focuses on technical assistance and
policy support to Pacific Island Countries to improve
their access to, and management of, international
climate change finance. This includes national support
to build readiness and strong systems for accessing
climate change finance, regional coordination,
and negotiations support under the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC)
Conference of the Parties (COP). The work is undertaken
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Exsley Taloiburi

in collaboration with the countries themselves, Council of
Regional Organisations in the Pacific (CROP) agencies
and development partners in the region.”
An alumnus of USP, Exsley studied at USP’s Laucala
Campus where he graduated with a Bachelor of Science
(Marine Science) in 2004, Postgraduate Diploma in
Marine Science in 2006 and a Master of Science in
Marine Science in 2009. Exsley also graduated with
a Master of Environmental Management from the
University of Tasmania in 2009.
Exsley attributed his inspiration to study and work in
the area of climate change to his upbringing in a rural
community in Solomon Islands that has been heavily
impacted by the adverse effects of climate change.
“I come from a grassroot family background in a rural
village in the Solomon Islands. My parents, who are both
unemployed, struggled really hard to pay for school fees
for myself and my seven siblings. That motivated me to
work hard with commitment and sacrifice so that I can
live a better life and enjoy things that my parents were
not able to afford. Since then I have built a house for my
parents and taken over the payment of school fees for
my siblings.”
Accordingly to Exsley, “USP has equipped me with
quality education and qualification that enabled me
to secure decent employment and also to contribute
positively in enhancing community wellbeing.”
“My student life at USP was the most fulfilling endeavor
in my academic career. USP is very unique because it
is home to students from different member countries in
the Pacific as well as international students. Therefore
embracing other peoples’ culture is a key recipe to a
successful student life at Laucala Campus. The study
environment and access to high quality academic
resources and expertise is also another key characteristic
of USP.”
“As part of my work with PIFS, I maintain a close working
relationship with USP’s Pacific Centre for Environment
and Sustainable Development (PaCE-SD), and represent
PIFS in the steering committee of a few regional climate
change projects managed by PaCE-SD,” he concluded.
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Taking Solomon
Island Tourism to
New Heights

I

t was an unlikely set of circumstances that led Josefa
Tuamoto to the chair he sits in today. That chair is
behind a large desk in an office up a flight of stairs in a
building that sits in the heart of a bustling city. From this
description Tuamoto could be anywhere – Suva, Sydney,
Auckland –but it’s a city that doesn’t spring so readily to
mind.
Tuamoto is in Honiara, the capital of Solomon Islands
and he is Chief Executive Officer of the Solomon Islands
Visitors Bureau.
This Fiji born and educated man who studied physics
and mathematics has found himself leading the effort to
put Solomon Islands on the map as a desirable tourist
destination.
TuamotoÊ isÊ fromÊ NamukaÊ onÊ VanuaÊ LevuÊ inÊ MacuataÊ province.Ê HeÊ attendedÊ primaryÊ schoolÊ thereÊ beforeÊ headingÊ
toÊ boardingÊ schoolÊ onÊ VitiÊ Levu.Ê HeÊ attendedÊ RatuÊ KadavulevuÊ SchoolÊ (RKS)Ê andÊ thenÊ TheÊ UniversityÊ ofÊ theÊ SouthÊ
Pacific (USP), where he studied physics and mathematics
and graduated with a Bachelor of Science degree in
1985. He had no idea that he would end up in the tourism
industryÊd oingÊg reatÊ thingsÊ forÊ SolomonÊI slands.
For example, the Solomons was recently named the
number one tourist destination for Australians.
“When I heard that I was overjoyed,” said Tuamoto. “It’s
almost like a testimony to the work that we are doing.”
Solomon Islands is not your typical South Pacific vacation
destination, but the tourism industry uses that to their
advantage. With only about 25,000 visitors annually they
can keep things authentic and not overcrowded.
“Yeah it’s 25,000, but they’re good quality people,”
Tuamoto remarked. “I always say its invitation only!”
Tuamoto is focused on much more than numbers. He’s
looking for quality and value, and most of all he’s looking
to improve the lives of future residents with the resources
a thriving tourism industry will bring.
“If there’s any change, any positive change, it needs to go
back to the people,” he maintains.
So how exactly did a mathematics student end up in this
position? It came about that after finishing university he
took a job with the Fiji Trade and Investment Bureau and
gained an interest in economics and marketing. It was
then he first realised his potential for the tourism industry.
In 1993 Tuamoto got a Masters degree in marketing and
soon after relocated to Australia for his first posting in the
tourism industry. About six years later he moved to Los
Angeles and worked as the Regional Director for Tourism
Fiji for three years there.
Tuamoto saw great value in his travels and the experience
gained from working abroad. He discovered that it’s
almost impossible to truly learn about something without
being a part of it. Now he strongly advocates for young
people to take any opportunity they can get to experience
another country.
“When they come back they will be changed.”
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Josefa Tuamoto in his office in Honiara

Photograph courtesy of Brendon Mautoa, Free Lance Photographer
Solomon Islands

Living in the United Stated and Australia gave Tuamoto
a greater appreciation for time. Most people know the
concept of Fiji time well – everything’s slow…slow…
slow. Tuamoto said living abroad made him realise how
important his time and the time of others is.
Going abroad isn’t his only advice. The CEO cannot
stress the value of education enough. In Solomon Islands
schooling is not compulsory and many young people
choose not to broaden their minds with education.
Tuamoto would say this is a mistake.
“Be wise in the decisions you make. First get a good
education.” It’s fairly obvious that Tuamoto would not be
where he is today without his desire to learn and become
a wise and educated man.
He’s taken that education and done great things with it.
Two years ago a friend contacted Tuamoto and told him
the Solomon Islands Visitors Bureau was looking for a
CEO. Tuamoto applied, interviewed, and was appointed
asÊ CEO.
Since then he’s been working to turn the Solomon Islands
into a desirable vacation destination.
“It’s been interesting, having come from a tourism industry
in Fiji which is flourishing to one that is just beginning,” he
said. “Fiji has set the benchmark for most destinations in
the Pacific.”
Tuamoto and his staff have been able to carefully examine
and pick out the things Fiji has done right and wrong and
learn from the mistakes and accomplishments. One of the
things that Tuamoto hopes will improve is the Solomon
Islands infrastructure. He hopes that soon the government
will be able to connect the country and make everything
more accessible…”travel is about accessibility.”
Even with all this growth planned the aim is to still keep
Solomons Islands from becoming a crowded tourist trap.
There is a long way to go before that becomes a worry
though, they could double the number of visitors and still
have only half the tourists who go to Vanuatu, a much
smaller country.
Everything positive that comes out of the tourism industry
is to be directed back to the people of Solomon Islands.
“Just to be in a space that you can help grow and make a
difference is the rewarding part,” Tuamoto said of his job.
However, he does miss Fiji and his family back home. He
reckons he may return to Fiji to retire, but not until his work
is done in the Solomons.
■ Article appears courtesy of Mai Life Magazine www.mailife.com.fj

IN BRIEF
On 10 March 2016, Kiribati elected a new
President.Ê USPÊ AlumnusÊ TanetiÊ MaamauÊ
was declared the new president after he
won by nearly 20,000 votes. H.EÊ MaamauÊ
is the fifthpresident since Kiribati became
independentÊ inÊ 1979.Ê H.EÊ MaamauÊ
graduated in 1982 with a Bachelor of Arts
inÊ AdministrationÊ andÊ SociologyÊ fromÊ USP.Ê
Early in his career, he worked for the civil
serviceÊ beforeÊ leavingÊ theÊ PublicÊ ServiceÊ
CommissionÊt oÊc ontestÊt heÊe lections.

USP alumnus Ateen Kumar is the new
General Manager at Datec Fiji. Ateen joins
the company after being with Vodafone
Fiji for over 10 years.

Honourable Alexander Teabo is the
new Kiribati Minister for Education. He
graduated from USP in December 1993
with BA in Management and History/
Politics. He later returned for postgraduate
studies and in September 2007 he
graduated with a Postgraduate Diploma in
Management and Public Administration.
He was active in student politics and
was at one stage elected Secretary of the
USPSA.

Lawyer RopateÊ Lomavatu was sworn in
as a new Resident Magistrate in February
2016. The new resident magistrate started
his career in the teaching profession with
a certificatein primary school teaching
fromÊ theÊ LautokaÊ TeachersÊ CollegeÊ inÊ
1989.Ê HeÊ enteredÊ theÊ legalÊ professionÊ
upon completing his Bachelor of Law
degreeÊ fromÊ TheÊ UniversityÊ ofÊ theÊ SouthÊ
Pacific,where he later completed his PostGraduateÊDi plomaÊi nÊLe galÊPra ctice.

Ateen completed his undergraduate
studies at The University of the South
Pacific (USP) in 2004 followed by a
Masters in Computer and Information
Systems in 2010 and Masters in Business
Administration in 2012.

Exchange
Student Diary
“Sun, sand and the sea” who wouldn’t want to come
to Fiji exclaimed Laura Freeman. From Christchurch,
New Zealand Laura was part of the student exchange
programme with Victoria University and The University of
the South Pacific (USP) in 2012.
“I wanted to gain knowledge across a broad range of
disciplines so I decided to take Tourism, Geography,
Geoscience and Marine Science courses – which would
all relate to my Development Studies major at Victoria
University,” explains Laura.
“I had the best time in Fiji, she continued, I was so happy I
picked to study at USP as I met so many awesome people
from Fiji, the rest of the Pacific Islands and abroad. Student
life at USP was always happening, you never really had
nothing to do outside of class because, even if you were
walking around aimless, you would soon run into someone
around campus and then go hang out, go to local events,
go on adventures. USP student life really is world class.”
“I came on my own and was actually the first person from
Victoria University to study at USP for one year. Luckily,
when I arrived in Fiji, there were three kiwis from Canterbury
University who had received a scholarship to come over
and study for six months in the wake of the Christchurch
earthquakes so that was fun and they became really good
friends of mine,” continued Laura.
According to Laura, “USP has helped me in my career so
far by exposing me to other ways of thinking, different

Laura (Standing) with students from Canada and Fiji
on a Geography Trip to Naitasiri.
cultures, values and beliefs through the people that I met
and the knowledge that I gained. I believe this has been
invaluable in my career so far and will continue to be so in
the future because you can be more critically aware about
the work you do as well as being able to relate and build
strong relationships with colleagues from other countries
and backgrounds.”
“As a student, I certainly had my fair share of Wishbone
and Maggi noodles, laughs Laura. The other thing that I
remember fondly is the fruit. I loved all the fruit especially
pineapple and coconut which are expensive in New
Zealand. I also liked kokoda but I remember nearly fainting
once from eating a big piece of chilli that was in it.”
“I was fortunate to be able to return to Fiji in June 2014
after graduating from Victoria University but it was strange
not being able to go back to 10th hall which was my home
for a year. But I will always have fond memories of Fiji and
USP.”
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Lucian Bero
Country: Solomon Islands

Programme: Bachelor of Arts, 2016

Why did you choose your field of
study?

I chose my field of study because I was inspired by my dad
who worked as a coordinator for
a conservative project called the
Tetepare Descendant Association
project. In doing marine management courses in Undergraduate Level, I have been motivated and inspired by my lecturers; Dr Joeli Veitayaki, Dr
Vina Ram-Bidesi and Satalaka Petaia to pursue marine
management as my field of study. Knowing that much
of our marine and terrestrial resources are under threat, I
hope to work with researchers and managers to champion
the cause for their sustainability.
Briefly reflect on your student life at USP?

As a foreign young student who came straight from
High school into USP, it was quite challenging and
adventurous. My first year was the most challenging year
since I encountered challenges in terms of self-financial
management, time management and workloads. However,
the best part of student life in USP is meeting new friends
across the large Pacific region, knowing that despite our
skin colors, different cultural backgrounds, and remote
islands, socio-economic and political backgrounds; we are
one under The University of the South Pacific. Undertaking
four courses per semester was like a battle field for
me. Sometimes I wanted to give up but knowing that
education is the key to open any door in our society today,
I kept going. There were sleepless nights with last minute
assignments and tutorials and hoping for better turnitin
results. However, studying with a positive and open mind,
leads to positive results at the end. For three years as an
undergraduate student in USP, there were challenges that
made me stronger each day and opportunities that helped
to build capabilities.

How do you think USP helped
you in your career?

Provided an independent platform
with positive learning environment
to become a critical thinker, provide
experienced and inspiring lecturers
and tutors, and helps students to feel what is like to
work with other Pacific Islanders with different cultural
backgrounds singing the same song through regionalism.

Describe any challenges you face to reach where you
are today and how you overcame those challenges?

One of the main challenges I faced every day is the
workload of four courses per semester. Also, there
are personal challenges I faced every day. However,
surrounding yourself with good friends, filled my mind
with positive thoughts, making sure you enjoy and satisfy
with your studies, seek assistance from lecturers and
tutors whenever you needed help, and moreover, consider
those challenges as stepping stones to grasp your dreams
are the strategies that I hold onto to overcome these
challenges.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years (career and/or
personal goals)?

In 10 years’ time I see myself as a researcher, running our
tribe’s eco-tourism and a fisheries consultant assisting
community based resource management in implementing
projects that ensure sustainable management of resources.
What advice would you give to current and future
students of USP?

Greatest achievement[s] as a student

Love what you do and live what you learn. Just because
you fail once, doesn’t mean you’re going to fail at
everything. Keep trying, hold on to every opportunity
you have, and always believe in yourself that anything is
possible. Moreover, success is not the key to happiness
but Happiness is the key to success. Therefore, if you love
what you are doing, you will be successful.

Career Highlights since Graduation

ShareÊ topÊ threeÊ tipsÊ thatÊ youÊ thinkÊ areÊ mostÊ importantÊ
forÊ ourÊ currentÊ studentsÊ orÊ recentÊ graduatesÊ thatÊ willÊ
helpÊ themÊ whenÊ startingÊ outÊ onÊ theirÊ careerÊ paths.

My greatest achievements as a student here in USP are:
being the Gold Medalist and Prize for the most outstanding
graduate in Marine Studies, and being awarded with a
Graduate Assistant Scholarship for Masters in 2016.
Currently I’m pursuing postgraduate studies in marine
management
Who/what do you credit your success to?

I credit my success to my mentors and idols in my
education journey; to my parents, siblings, friends,
lecturers and tutors, lastly to my sponsor (Solomon Island
Government) and to everyone who contributed one way or
the other to my success.
What inspires you?

The saying “Success is the product of positive thinkers”
keeps me going. Also, my Lecturer Dr Joeli Veitayaki
inspires me to continue to work hard with the statement
“managing fisheries resources needs more than a degree”
that motivates me to work hard and pursue further studies.
Moreover, brought out from a broken family taking the
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risk of a broken home with the
preference for education had
helped me to transform negativity
to positive results with the power
of education knowing that, through
education I will one day become an
inspiration for those with broken
homes that anything is possible.
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· Always be positive and believe in yourself that anything
is possible;
· Recognise your capabilities and harness the talents that
you are blessed with; and
· Remember, there are unseen opportunities behind every
challenge.
What has your involvement been with the University
since you graduated? (If any)
I am a Graduate Assistant in the Marine School

Any other information you would like to share.

USP is not just an educational institution, but a nurturing
ground for Pacific Island leaders.

ALUMNI PROFILES

Geon Hanson
Country: Belize

John Lowry. Since my tenure at USP I’ve
witnessed the vast work and time they both
invest within USP, students, research, and
towards the protection and conservation of
the natural environment.

Why did you choose your field of study?

How do you think USP helped you in your
career?

Programme: Postgraduate Diploma in
Science, 2016
Belize might be among the world’s
smallest countries; nevertheless, is a giant
on natural riches. Despite its relative small
size, Belize is known for its remarkably
diverse ecological and natural features
which exhibit very high levels of terrestrial
and aquatic biodiversity. From the early
stages of my life where I acquired the
ability to walk and explore my surroundings I was constantly in awe
and attracted to the beauty of the natural environment. I grew up
following my dad who was a forest officer and an avid outdoor
man. I chose the fieldof Environmental Science due to the fact that
it’s an admirable match for my interest and zeal in ecology, natural
resourceÊ managementÊ andÊ community-basedÊ conservation.Ê ItÊ
also aligns with my love for the outdoors where I want to gain
an understanding and knowledge about the interactions between
livingÊt hingsÊa ndÊt heÊp hysicalÊ environment.

Briefly reflect on your student life at USP?

I came to Fiji in February 2015 to pursue my Master of Science
Degree in Environmental Science at USP. Life at USP as a student
has been a new but unforgettable experience. This is my first time
being away from home for an extended period of time and being
exposed to a totally new social and cultural environment. The cultural
diversity among students and staff at USP is remarkable. Fiji’s
friendly and relaxed way of life has helped me tremendously to easily
adapt to my new environment. This has led to a close-knit connection
between my lecturers and myself which is highly desirable. It opened
my eyes to how differently people in other parts of the world go about
their daily lives. As a student at USP I’ve created and continue to
make many lasting friendships touching all areas of the globe despite
differences in personality or cultural background. Life as a student at
USP has cultivated a sense of independence which is empowering
and an important trait for tackling the real world.
Greatest achievement[s] as a student

My greatest achievements to date as a student are:
1) I was thrilled and honoured to be the Gold Medal and the ViceChancellor and President Prize recipient for the most outstanding
overall results in a Postgraduate Diploma at The University of
the South Pacific! Becoming a recipient from a cohort of 1,606
graduates encompassing 20 nationalities is an achievement that
will last a lifetime. I’ve made my family and friends very proud and
I’ve represented my nation Belize well.
2) My second greatest achievement was receiving a Top Honour
award (2012) for highest GPA in the Bachelors of Science in
Natural Resource Management Programme, University of Belize.
Career Highlights since Graduation

I’m currently enrolled in the Masters of Science in Environmental
Science programme here at USP.
Who/what do you credit your success to? What inspires you?

I credit my success both to God and to my loving parents back at
home in Belize. I thank God for watching over me and guiding me
in all I do. Also, both my parents have supported me in everything
I do and from a very young age they have instilled in me the
importance of education and knowledge. They have also molded
me into a respectful and hardworking individual which has assisted
me immensely throughout my educational career. I’m inspired by
my thesis supervisors Professor Hans Juergen Boehmer and Dr.

USP has been a great asset to my future
career by providing me with a well-balanced
learning environment. Obtaining my Master’s
degree at USP is an excellent step which
allows me to build on previous experiences
and apply my personal interests while
pursuing my passion for natural resources
management.
Describe any challenges you face to reach where you are today
and how you overcame those challenges?

One of the greatest challenges I have faced to reach where I am today
is being involved in a near death experience. On December 24th,
2013, I was involved in a terrible traffic accident in Belize requiring lifesaving surgeries where I remained in a medically-induced coma for
one week in life threating conditions. My doctors stated I should not
have lived with the level of injuries sustained and so it was a miracle
that I was alive. My near death experience has shed light on the real
love of family and friends and the incredible support I had gained
from so many people close to me and afar. It has thought me that no
matter how hard life may be at any given moment you should not give
up but continue to give your best in everything you do.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years (career and/or personal goals)?

In 10 years’ time I expect to have completed my educational career
and hope to have a well-established job in the forestry sector in
Belize. My dream is to become one of Belize’s top researchers in
the field of environmental science. These exposures would enable
me to make a positive contribution to my community and the future
development of sustainable natural resource management in Belize.
In addition to this, I see myself getting married and having a loving
family where I will support and implant positive morals and values for
the betterment of my children’s future and the generations to follow.
What advice would you give to current and future students of
USP?

I would advise current and future students of USP to focus on where
you want to be 5-10 years in the future. I believe many students of
today’s generation only focus on what’s happening “now”! Most
students don’t set long-term goals or don’t have a clue as to what
they want to achieve in life. By outlining goals and career aims it will
aid in staying focused and provide students with a sense of purpose
in which to excel during their educational careers.
Share top three tips that you think are most important for our
current students or recent graduates that will help them when
starting out on their career paths.

My three top tips are:
1) Set long-term goals which will provide you with motivation, a sense
of purpose, and a clear direction of the path you want to follow.
2) It’s great to be focused and dedicated while studying but don’t be
afraid of venturing outside your academic boundaries. Don’t let
life be all about WORK!
3) Don’t be afraid of taking risks. Many times we learn much more
when we fail than we learn when we succeed.
Any other information you would like to share.

Just for encouragement to others: HOPE = Hold on, pain ends!
Jeremiah 29:11 - For I know the plans I have for you,” declares the
Lord, “plans to prosper you and not to harm you, plans to give you
hope and a future.
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In this edition of the alumni
newsletter, we highlight alumni
from 2010 and beyond

WHERE ARE
THEY NOW?

JeffeyÊ GaraeÊ (Vanuatu)

TaritaÊ HutchinsonÊ (CookÊ Islands)

He graduated with a Bachelor of Science
inÊ 2010.Ê HeÊ alsoÊ completedÊ aÊ postgraduateÊ
diplomaÊ inÊ ComputerÊ ScienceÊ andÊ aÊ MasterÊ ofÊ
CyberÊ SecurityÊ inÊ 2015Ê fromÊ theÊ UniversityÊ ofÊ
Waikato.Ê HeÊ isÊ currentlyÊ studyingÊ forÊ hisÊ PhDÊ atÊ
theÊ UniversityÊ ofÊ Waikato.

Cook Islands. She graduated with a Master
in Business Administration in 2011. She is
the Executive Director at the South Pacific
TrustÊ inÊ theÊ CookÊ Islands.

FinauÊ VulivuliÊ (Fiji)

JoanaÊ TiraÊ (Fiji)

She graduated with a Postgraduate
Certificate in Diplomacy & Intenational
Affairs in 2011. She is a Poject Officer with
the Ministry of Health in Fiji and is Fiji’s first
femaleÊ footballÊ referee.

She graduated with a Master in
Business Administration in 2013. She also
graduated with a Postgraduate Diploma
forÊ GeneralÊ ManagersÊ andÊ Postgraduate
Certificate in Human Resources in 2011
and 2012 respectively. She works at the Fiji
RevenueÊ andÊ CustomsÊ Authority.

ShaneshÊ PrasadÊ (Fiji)

StephaneÊ BongÊ (Vanuatu)

He graduated with a Bachelor of
Commerce in 2013. He works at USP
in the Development, Marketing and
CommunicationsÊ department.

He graduated with a Bachelor of
Arts in Psychology and Social work in 2014.
HeÊ alsoÊ receivedÊ aÊ goldÊ medalÊ forÊ beingÊ theÊ
most outstanding graduate with a major in
Social Work. He works in Vanuatu at the
CentralÊ School.

LydiaÊ KepplerÊ (Germany)

LeannÊ KendallÊ (Guyana)

She graduated with a Bachelor
ofÊ ScienceÊ inÊ MarineÊ ScienceÊ inÊ 2014.Ê She
alsoÊ receivedÊ aÊ goldÊ MedalÊ forÊ beingÊ the
most outstanding graduate with a major in
MarineÊ Science.Ê SheÊ isÊ currentlyÊ pursuing
aÊ MasterÊ ofÊ ScienceÊ inÊ ClimateÊ ChangeÊ at
USP.

She graduated with a Postgraduate
DiplomaÊ inÊ PsychologyÊ inÊ 2014.Ê SheÊ also
receivedÊ aÊ goldÊ medalÊ forÊ beingÊ theÊ most
outstanding graduate with a major in
Psychology.Ê SheÊ isÊ currentlyÊ pursuingÊ a
MasterÊ ofÊ ArtsÊ atÊ USP.

MohammedÊ KhanÊ (Fiji)

NaniseÊ RainimaÊ (Fiji)Ê

He graduated with a Postgraduate
DiplomaÊ inÊ MathematicsÊ inÊ 2014.Ê HeÊ also
receivedÊ aÊ goldÊ medalÊ forÊ havingÊ theÊ most
outstandingÊ resultsÊ inÊ aÊ postgraduate
programme. He works as a tutor at USP’s
LautokaÊ Campus.

She graduated with a Bachelor of
Science majoring in Biology and Chemistry.
Nanise was Miss Hibiscus in 2014. She is a
fullÊ timeÊ missionary.

ShereseÊ PeckhamÊ (Australia)

AbhineetÊ GuptaÊ (Fiji)

She graduated with a Master in Business
AdministrationÊ inÊ 2014.Ê SheÊ residesÊ andÊ
works in Queensland Australia as a Insurance
RegionalÊ ManagerÊ forÊ HerbertÊ RiverÊ /Ê TullyÊ
Region at Cane Growers.

He graduated with a Bachelor of
Science majoring in Computing Science and
Engineering Electronics in 2015. He works
for Skyward Industries.
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USP Alumni

merchandise
Get yours today!

Available now at the USP Book Centre Laucala Campus and online at
http://uspbookcentre.com/store/merchant.mv?Screen=CTGY&Store_Code=UBC&Category_Code=ALU
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Stay Connected
to USP, your

Alma Mater!
Our professional network provides opportunities make new business
contacts, obtain referrals, view professional profiles of other alumni and
inform other USP alumni of your professional endeavors.

Register Online: alumni.usp.ac.fj

www.facebook.com/USPAlumniNetwork

Twitter@USPAlumni

www.usp.ac.fj/alumnilinkedin

unisouthpacific

T: +679 3232914
E: miller_i@usp.ac.fj or alumni@usp.ac.fj
www.usp.ac.fj/alumni

www.facebook.com/USPAlumniNetwork
@UniSouthPacific / @USPAlumni
unisouthpacific
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